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& when he fell asleep, All the little voices in his head ran away…



Chapter 0: who’s the architect...
Can you stay up all night?

Once upon a time, in a far away land,

There was an architect, who had a big hand.

All those drawings  all those nights ,

Some say it's nice to see the sun rise.

-Do this do that , change this change that,

You don't make the calls ,you're not a cat!

With some coffee in his mug,

So much stains on the rug.

Clock’s ticking, birds are singing,

Hurry my dear, the time’s  running.

I need to sleep, it can’t be done,

& that’s how the game begun.



Piece of cake

The rules are simple.

These characters are stuck in an unfinished drawing by the architect, So you have to 
draw lines to build a path  and guide your characters to the end of each level.

You start the game with 3 characters and 10 lines. There are 8 Different types of 
characters in this game, Each of them has different colors and powers. 



Don’t take my arm! Please.

The number of lines in this game are limited, If you need extra lines

You can take it from your own characters. Each one can give you up to six lines 
(arms, legs & body)

Would you sacrifice one for the others?!



The  characters  represent different aspects of the Architect’s personality.

You  meet them in each chapter, But they’re not just colors and shapes. They 
all have a story to tell…

The CadMen



Chapter 1 :uncertainty
what will happen next?

Meet our yellow character, He is always suspicious of everything!

I feel like 
someone's 
watching me

what's the 
point of all 
of this?

what am I ?



Chapter  2 : Pessimism
Think about the monster under your 

bed

The vicious red guy is here,  
Don’t mess with him! 

Let’s give 
up!

Can’t you see? It’s  a 
trap!

We’re all gonna
die here.



Chapter 3 : madness
You can do this!

Green is the color  for  madness, why?  Doesn’t  
matter.

who's watching  
YOU?

who's using  
my arm?

what if 
someone's 
playing with you 
too?



Chapter 4: Logic
Error! Can’t find brain.

Is there really any logic behind his quotes?

Don’t be 
stupid, it will 
kill you

Ants can survive 
falling from a 
skyscraper

chewing gum 
is good for 
your skin



Chapter 5 : creativity
Get a haircut, You need one.

Listen to the grey dude, He might  say 
something useful.

let's  push that 
buttonsmile 

more often



chapter 6 : selfishness
Delete other's saved games...start a new 

game 

Beware of the blue,
He doesn’t  care  about  you.

victory shall 
be mine 

never share your  
stuff 



Hide & Seek !

If you run out of lines and you’re too kindhearted 
to take  your character’s arms and legs, Don’t 
worry. There’s always a way to find new lines or 
characters .



O’  the doors…

Would you take a risk and enter  

These mysterious doors?!

What’s the outcome? Nobody knows!



A child’s touch

Summon your inner child  & solve the 
puzzles  of this  mini world. 



New puzzles, another day
So many obstacles, are in your way.



New puzzles, another day
So many obstacles, in your way.



chapter 7: unification
Who hates teamwork?

Help these CadMen to survive,
Without an architect, they’re not alive.
So drag & drop & kill & save, 
Find the beam of light, be brave.



The Game’s not over, …yet!
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